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44 A recurren t neura l networ k wit h ever 
changin gg synapse s 

4.11 Introductio n 

Inn this chapter, it is our purpose to construct and describe a neural net that can learn and 
retrievee patterns in a way that is biologically realizable. In an actual situation, the input to 
aa network is noisy: the brain is confronted with patterns that are similar, but not identical. 
Therefore,, we are going to model the training phase of a neural network by considering p sets, 
0,",0,", of similar patterns x, centered around p typical patterns, f (fi = 1 , . . . ,p). 

Inn the existing literature and in chapter 2, learning rules are used which are based on typical 
patternss £**, and not on sets of similar patterns Q*1 This is biologically unrealistic: a child does 
nott learn 'standard words', £" , pronounced by a 'standard speaker', but hears the same word 
pronouncedd by different speakers in different ways, i.e., the child is exposed to sets f^ . In 
orderr to model biologically realistic learning, we will use in this chapter a learning rule which 
containss patterns x belonging to learning sets Q^ rather than the patterns £M alone. 

Inn the first part of this chapter, we show that when this learning rule, based on noisy input 
patternss is used, the network evolves to values for the strengths of the synaptic connections, 
thatt fluctuate with respect to certain fixed asymptotic values. This is in contrast to the situation 
inn chapter 2 where a learning rule is used such that the fluctuations diminish as the learning 
processs continues and vanishes in the long time limit, see section 2.4.2. 

Forr an actual brain these fluctuations of the weights correspond to the fact that the 
confrontationn with input data leads to synaptic connections that change in strength, through 
alll of their lifetime, but in such a way that there is stability in what it stores and recollects. 
Whenn a biological neural network gets as input a pattern that it has learned a long time 
agoo already, and which, via the tuning of the synapses, has found a firm and fixed place on 
thee substrate formed by the neural tissue, it nevertheless changes the synapses. This is not 
necessaryy of course, but can not be circumvented in an actual biological network. Input always 
changess the connections, since there is no way for an individual neuron to know whether or 
nott a pattern has been encountered earlier. All this means that the learning rule must be such 
thatt the learning speed is not too large [90]: new information might otherwise destroy too 
muchh of the old information and, hence, the network's functioning. 

Inn the above we mentioned a situation in which the synapses of our network model ever 
changee in time and compared it with a biological situation. However, at this point we must 
emphasizee that, so far, we have been considering learning and retrieval to be separate phenom-
ena.. That is, we considered a learning phase in which patterns are presented to the network 
andd that, through some learning rule, synaptic connections are changed. After this learning 
phase,, the behaviour of the neural net is evaluated via a retrieval phase in which the weights 
weree kept constant. The quantities related to this retrieval phase are the stability coefficients 
7,, which are used throughout the previous chapters. 

Inn a biological system a separation between a learning and a retrieval phase does not 
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occur,, since connections change continuously as a response to the patterns presented to the 
net.. Therefore, we address, in the last part of this chapter, section 4.3.5, the question how 
ann actual, biological, neural net, while changing its connections continuously, can nevertheless 
recognizee a pattern. In other words, what is the difference, for a neural net, between an old, 
i.e,, already stored pattern and a new, unknown pattern? As noted before, also an old pattern 
iss 'stored', in the sense that it gives rise to a change of the connections. The answer to the 
questionn is that albeit that each individual neuron and each synapse reacts independently of 
thee fact whether a pattern has been stored or not, the net as a whole reacts differently in 
thesee two cases. 

Alsoo in the literature neural nets have been studied with fixed [54, 78], and with adapting 
—orr dynamic— synapses [90, 91, 92]. The latter neural nets are also called nets with double 
dynamicss [93]. In the context of spin glasses one speaks of coupled dynamics [94]. 

Wee study what happens in a net with ever changing connections, by comparing what hap-
penss when a pattern is presented to the net that has been learned before to what happens 
whenn this is not the case. These two cases are investigated numerically on the basis of a 
particularr learning rule, for which we have chosen the one we derived earlier in chapter 2: it is 
aa Mixed Hebbian-Anti-Hebbian, Hopfield like, learning rule, which is non-symmetric with re-
spectt to post- and pre-synaptic input, and which contains, moreover, a post-synaptic potential 
dependentt factor. We found this rule assuming that building and destroying of a synapse costs 
biochemicall energy, and by requiring, at the same time, that the energy needed to change a 
neurall network be minimal. We suppose that the patterns x e Q^ that are presented to the 
nett (the various ways in which one and the same 'word' is presented) are chosen randomly 
fromm a set of patterns distributed around a set of p typical patterns £M (the p 'standard words' 
too be learned). 

Randomm processes can often be described in a useful way via a so-called Master Equation 
forr the relevant random variables [95, 96]. We therefore start, in section 4.2, our study on 
everr changing synapses by deriving a Discrete Time Master Equation for the random variables 
inn question, namely the weights Wij of the connections of the network. Usually, a Master 
Equationn is solved going from discrete time to continuous time, which always entails some 
essentiall difficulties [97, 98, 99]. Such a transition to a process that is continuous in time is 
oftenn advantageous, since a differential equation, in general, is easier to solve than a difference 
equation.. In our approach, the transition to the differential equation could be circumvented, 
sincee we had in this case at our disposal a tool that turned out to enable us to directly solve 
thee difference equation itself: the Gauss-Seidel iterative method. 

AA question one might raise is whether a system with ever changing connections (in a 
learningg phase) will ever achieve some kind of stationary state. A numerical study can not 
easilyy answer this question, since the fluctuations of the weights are quite wild (see figure 4.2). 
Wee therefore performed an analytic study, based on the particular learning rule used throughout 
ourr work. We found that the system's weights will fluctuate around certain asymptotic values, 
andd that the last stored pattern that has given rise to a fixed point is roaming over QP, the 
collectionn of patterns around a typical pattern £p . All this can be rephrased by stating that 
bothh the neural net itself and its particular states, the fixed points, wiggle around average 
values:: the ever changing mind is, in some sense, stable. 

Thee above can be summarized as follows. In section 4.2 we derive the Discrete Time 
Masterr Equation for the weights of a neural network in a learning process with noisy patterns, 
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andd solve this equation analytically. In section 4.3 we have two objectives: firstly, to check 
numericallyy the analytical result of section 4.2, and, secondly, to introduce double dynamics 
inn a biologically realizable manner. 

4.22 The weight s of a networ k traine d wit h nois y pattern s 

Inn chapter 2 we derived what we have called an 'energy saving learning rule'. When at time tn 

(n(n = 0,1, . . . ) the weights are given by Wij(tn), and if, thereupon, a pattern £ = ( £ 1 : . . . , £N) 
iss presented to the net, then the weights are changed according to the rule 

Wij{tWij{t nn+i)+i)  = Wij{tn) + Awij(tn) (j e Vj) (4.1) 

where e 

AAWijWij(t(tnn)) = n[K - Ji{t Wi(i„))](2 & - 1)£ (j e Vi) (4.2) 

(seee chapter 2, equations (2.38) and (2.39)). The index n in tn labels subsequent moments 
off the net: tQ is the initial time, where the weights have there initial values, Wij(t0). In these 
equationss V* is the collection of indices j with which neuron i is connected via adaptable, non-
zeroo synapses. Furthermore, for the so-called stability coefficients we used the abbreviation 

N N 

7i(iB,, Wi(t)) :=  Q2 wa{t)xi - ft)(2a* - 1) (s = 1 , . . ., N) (4.3) 

wheree Wi := (wn,... ,wiN). The quantity arises naturally in case the dynamics of the network 
iss taken to be given by equation (4.52) below; see also chapter 2. In the learning rule (4.3) 
occurr two quantities, r?j and K. For a non-biological system they can be expressed in terms of 
propertiess of the neural net and as a function of the patterns £** to be stored in the net: for r)it 

thee so-called learning rate, see equation (2.65) of chapter 2; for the margin parameter AC, see 
chapterr 3. For biological systems, the coefficients r\i and K are replaced by suitable constants: 
forr rji see chapter 2, section 2.6; for « see chapter 3. 

Itt was shown that a repeated application (n —> oo) of the rule (4.2) gave rise to the 
followingg expression for the weights at some —finite or infinite— time t^ 

wij(k)wij(k) + N-i j : [K - 7f(t0)](2tf - ï x ^ r e j 0' ^ Vi) (A A, 
pp tVtV=i=i  (4.4) 

f«(«o)) U e Vf) 

wheree 7f(<o) : ~ lii^^iiU)) and where C?v is the reduced correlation matrix, defined by 

Cr^N-'E&tkCr^N-'E&tk (4-5) 
k£Vk£V{ { 

(seee chapter 2 equation (2.50)). This type of learning, and the ensuing expression for the 
weights,, Wy(tfoo). correspond to the idealized situation of ideal, i.e., unperturbed, input. 

WijWij (too) = 
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4.2.11 The energy savin g learnin g rule for learnin g wit h nois e 

Inn a realistic situation the repeated training of a network will not take place with patterns 
£MM which remain exactly the same throughout all of the training process. Each time a certain 
patternn £M is presented to the network, it may be slightly different. Therefore, rather than 
studyingg what happens when patterns £** are presented, we will study what happens when 
patternss x are learned, which belong to sets of patterns f ^ clustered around typical patterns £M 

(JJ,(JJ, = 1 , . . . ,p). In other words, we allow the patterns to be alike —but not necessarily exactly 
equal—— to one of the p representative patterns £M: we allow for what is called, technically, 
'noise'. . 

Inn chapter 3, we studied patterns x, belonging to sets of patterns W clustered around 
typicall patterns £**, in the context of basins of attraction. In other words, we introduced 0 M 

ass a means to construe, by hand, basins of attraction. In the present chapter, we use fiM 

too represent noisy patterns. Thus the sets f)M appearing in the two chapters have the same 
meaning,, namely sets of patterns around a typical pattern, but the reasons for introducing 
themm is different: in chapter 3 there was a mathematical motivation, whereas in the current 
chapterr it is motivated by the biological reality that patterns are never exactly equal. 

Thee purpose of this chapter is to determine the values for the weights Wij,  in case of 
learningg with noisy patterns. We start by simply conjecturing that for noisy patterns the old 
rulee (4.2) can essentially be maintained: all what we do is replacing in (4.2) the £^'s by x's. 
Hence,, we take as learning rule 

Awij(x,Awij(x, tn) = r}i[K  - ji(x, Wi{tn))){2xi - l ) ^ {j  e K ) . (4.6) 

Thee learning rate rji figuring in this expression will be discussed in section 4.3.4; the margin 
parameterr K has been discussed in chapter 3. We will prove that this learning rule leads, on 
thee average, to suitable values for the weights. From this we conclude that the energy saving 
learningg rule is suitable also for learning patterns with noise. 

4.2.22 The Discret e Tim e Master Equatio n 

Whenn learning takes place in a biological neural network with a learning rule of the type (4.6), 
wee assume that the changes of the weights at time tn+i depend only on the values of the 
weightss Wi at time tn and the variable x = (x\,..., xn) which is randomly drawn out of the 
collectionn f2 = U^Q'*, the union of disjunct sets 17̂  of patterns x centered around typical 
patternss £M, at time tn. Consequently, learning with a learning rule like (4.6) is a Markovian 
process,, and the weights w^ are stochastic variables. Thus we have for the new weights : 

{ WijWij + Awij(x, Wi) (j e Vi) 

UU e V?) 
wheree the Awij(x,Wi) are the increments given by the learning rule (4.6), 

Awij{x,Awij{x, Wi) = rji[n  - 7J(X, Wi)](2xi - 1)XJ {j  e Vi). (4.8) 
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Lett p(x) be the probability to draw x from Q. A simple choice for p(x) corresponding to 
thee prescription above is given by 

p(x)p(x) = -J2pu(x) (4.9) 
P„=i i 

with h 

MM (4.10) 
00 otherwise 

wheree |f2^| is the numbers of patterns x belonging to f i ^ . Rather than working out our results 
forr this specific probability, we give a statistical description in which the p(x) can be an 
arbitraryy function of x satisfying 

££ P(*) = i (411) 

andd having the property that p{x) — 0 for x £ £1. 
Lett 7ij(iy{-|u;y) be the probability density that a transition takes place from the value u>y 

too the value wU- Then we have 
J J 

TTij{w'ij\wij)ij{w'ij\wij)  = £ P(x)t(wij  - wij  ~ A^ij{x, Wi)) (4.12) 
xen xen 

wheree p(x) is the probability to draw x from fi. The 5-function guarantees that only transitions 
takee place which obey the learning rule (4.8). Using a probability p(x) normalized to unity, 
i.e.,, equation (4.11), we find from (4.12) the following total transition probability to a state 
Wif Wif 

fdw'fdw'ijij TTijij (w'(w'ljlj \w\wijij )) = l. (4.13) 

Lett Pij(wijttn+i) be the probability of occurrence of the variable w^ at tn+\. Then, the 
probabilityy P^ and the transition probability T^ are related according to 

PijiWj,PijiWj, tn+i)  = Jdw'ij Tij{wij\w' i3)Pij{w' ip tn) (i = 1,. . ., N; j e V*). (4.14) 

Let,, furthermore, the probability P^ be normalized according to 

// dwij Pij{wij,t n) = 1. (4.15) 

Fromm (4.13) and (4.14) it follows that 

Pij{wij,Pij{wij,  tn+i)-Pij{wij,  tn) = Jdw'i3 Pij(ti>y K J ) / ^ - ( U / | J, tn) 

-- Tij{w
l
ij\wlj)PlJ(wij, tn)]  (i = 1,.. ., N; j e Vi) 

whichh is the Discrete Time Master Equation for the weights u?^. 
Next,, let us consider the average of the weights at tn: 

(4.16) ) 

(wij)t(wij)t nn -= jdwijPijiwij^rJwij  {j  <E VÏ) (4.17) 
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or,, using the normalization (4.15), 

N N 

E E 
fc=i fc=i 

NN f 
(V>ij)tn(V>ij)tn  = I I J dw*  Pik(Wik, tn)Wij (J G Vj) . (4.18) 

Inn equation (4.18) the {?%)*„ have been defined for an arbitrary given Pik(wik,tn). It is 
implicitlyy understood that if we consider the Pik(wik, tn) as a dynamical result obtained from 
ann initial situation at to via repeated applications of (4.14), that in all intermediate steps 
rangingg from to to tn averages over x have already been carried out, just as implied by (4.12). 
Inn other words, the process is Markovian by construction. 

Usingg the Master Equation (4.16) and (4.18), we obtain for the change of the weights 

(wij)t(wij)t n+ln+l  -(Wj)tn = t l ldwikdw\k[T ik(wik\w\k)Pik{w'ik,tn) 

-- Tik{w'ik\wik)Pik{wik,tn)]wij . 

Interchangingg the primed and unprimed variables in the first term we find 

N N 

n n 
fc=i' fc=i' 

or,, with (4.12), 

(4.19) ) 

NN f 
((wwij)tij)t n+n+ii  ~ (Wij)tn = I I J dwikdw'ik (wij  ~ Wi^Tikiw'iklWiijPikiWik, tn) (4.20) 

NN f 
(Wij)tn+i(Wij)tn+i  - K ) t „  = E P(X) I I dWikAWijix.W^PikiWik^n) {j  G Vi). (4.21) 

xenxen fc=i 

Insertingg (4.8), and using (4.15) and (4.18) we find a first order difference equation for the 

variablee (wij)t„ 

K ) t » + 11 - (u>ij)tn = E Pix)Vi[K ~ 7i(«, {wi) tB)](2a:i - \)xj (j G V-) (4.22) 
xeu xeu 

whichh can be solved once more is known about the probability p(x). 
Heree we shall restrict ourselves to the case of a simple distribution with 

PP(X)(X) = -J:PU(X) (4.23) 

inn which the pv(x) can be factorized in terms of the probability of the components Xi of x 

P"(aOO = I I r f M (4-24) 
t = i i 

withh the normalization 

EE #(**) = i. (4-25) 
x<=0,l l 
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Wee now introduce the average with respect to the probability distribution pP(x), compare 

(3.12): : 
x?:== E ^(*)^ - (4-26) 

xeCH* xeCH* 

Inn view of (4.11), (4.24), (4.25) and (4.26) we have 

Y,p(*)xiXjY,p(*)xiXj = - E ^ i (»*i)- (4-28) 
xeuxeu P /*=i 

Withh these relations we may rewrite the difference equation for the average weights, equation 

(4.22),, in the form 

K > W ii  - K ) t . = - E »*["  "  * (* " ' to)  J](2x f "  1)^  0' e V,) (4.29) 

Thiss equation will be solved in the limit of large n in the next section. Note that the ji's  now 
containn the averages xM. 

4.2.33 The Gauss-Seide l solutio n 

Thee equation (4.29) for the average value of the weights wi3 at time t„, can be solved, for 
nn -¥ oo, in a way that closely parallels the method of Diederich and Opper [46]. First, using 
(4.29)) recursively, we arrive at 

<"y)e»+ll = K->*  + AT1 E *?(*»)*? (i = h...,N;j£ V.) (4.30) 
M = l l 

where e 

mtn)mtn) = - E W - 7<( ,̂ to)*m)](2Sf - 1) (4-31) 
T7l=U U 

withh a = p/N. From (4.31) it follows that 

Ft(tFt(tnn)) - Ftitn-,) = ^ [K - 7*(^ , to) J](2*f " 1) (4-32) 
a a 

or,, using (4.3), 

Ft(tFt(tnn)) - Ff(tn-l) = ~[«(2«? - 1) " ( E <«>*>*.*£ + E K*><0*ï " *)]  (4-33) 

Eliminatingg (iVijt)tB from (4.33) via (4.30) yields 

-(Ft(t-(Ft(t nn)) - mtn-i)) =[«(2x? -1) - (£>*>to* ï - ft)] 
**  , fc=1 (4-34) 
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Too solve this set of linear equations, we shall rewrite them in matrix notation. First of all, let 
uss introduce a p x p matrix, Cit with matrix-elements given by 

CT-N-^Sin-CT-N-^Sin- (4-35) 
keVi keVi 

Wee will refer to this matrix as the 'correlation matrix of averages', compare (3.28). The 
connectionn with a usual correlation matrix becomes more apparent in case x% can be replaced 
byy £jt  Then the 'correlation matrix of averages' is identical to the 'reduced correlation matrix' 
off chapter 2. We also introduce a p x p diagonal matrix Hi with diagonal elements given by 
i / ff = a/iji. Finally we shall denote a p xp unit matrix as / . Apart from the above mentioned 
matrices,, we introduce the vectors Fi(tn) : = ( / ? ( * „ ) , . . . , F[(tn)) and G* := (<?}, . . . , G?) 
withh components <7f = [re(2i? - 1) - (EfcLi<w*fe}«o£ï ~ #«)]  With these notations and 
abbreviationss (4.34) can be recast in the simple form 

HiHi  Fi(tn) = (Hi - Ci)  Ft(tn^) + Gi (4.36) 

Solvingg this equation iteratively for Fi(tn) we obtain 

Fi(tFi(t nn)) ={H~ l  (Ht - &)]»¥&)  + H~l[I  + H-1  (Hi - d) 
++  ... + [H- l-(Hi-Ci)r

1]-G i
 {* 67) 

Thee matrix Cit as defined in (4.35), is easily seen to be positive definite and symmetric. It 
thenn can be shown that the matrix H'1  (Ht - Ci) has eigenvalues smaller than one [71]. As 
aa consequence, we have 

l i m J ^ - ^ - C , ) ] " ^ .. (4.38) 

Thiss implies that, in the limit n —> oo, (4.37) converges to 

F ^)) = H^lI-H^^Hi-Ci^-Gi 
==  C-'-Gi. (4.39) 

Substitutionn of (4.39), in index-notation, into (4.30) yields the following result for the average 
weightss (wij)too (j e Vi) after a learning process with noisy patterns 

== Uwa)to 
\(Wij)to \(Wij)to 

where e 

%% = ̂  E (« " 7i(S", (Wi)t0)](2x? - \)(C;^x] . (4.41) 

Hence,, although the weights Wij(tn) themselves do not converge, since the changes Awij(tn), 
givenn by eq. (4.6), do not tend to zero for n going to infinity, the average (tuy(t„)) does. 
Wee thus find that the actual, biological weights Wij(tn) of the neural net fluctuate around the 
averagee value (wij)too (see figure 4.2). The expression (4.40)-(4.41) for the average weights 
off a network trained with noisy patterns constitutes the main analytical result of this chapter. 

Inn the following section we carry out a numerical analysis on the process of learning patterns 
thatt are perturbed. We will use a particular expression for the probability distribution jf(x), 
namely,, eq. (4.44), which is the same as the one used in chapter 3, in order to compare the e 
biologicall result (4.40)-(4.41) for the weights and the result for the weights obtained in case of 
aa mathematical approach aiming at creating fixed points with prescribed basins of attraction. 
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4.33 Numerica l analysi s 

Onn the basis of the result found above, in particular equations (4.40)-(4.41), we expect that 
thee energy saving learning rule (4.6) applied to a set of noisy input patterns x € ft" will lead to 
satisfactoryy results. By satisfactory we mean that the system can recognize patterns belonging 
too the clusters of patterns ft". Still more in detail we mean that, after a certain number of 
learningg steps, each cluster ft" has a fixed point, y " say, whereas the other patterns of ft" 
belongg to the basin of attraction of this fixed point y». It should be noted that when a new 
patternn 2 " G ft" is learned, the old fixed point j / " e ft can be replaced by a new fixed point 
z" .. This is a direct consequence of the (global) learning rule (2.39), which is such that the 
lastt learned pattern becomes automatically, and in one learning step only, a fixed point of the 
dynamics,, see chapter 2. In chapter 2, we considered learning of p patterns £" (/x = 1 , . . . ,p). 
Inn the language of the present chapter, we can say that we studied, in chapter 2, the learning 
off 'clusters' ft" (^ = 1 , . . . ,p), each consisting of one single pattern, y " = £". Since there was 
onlyy one pattern per cluster ft", the fixed point remained the same during all of the learning 
process.. In this chapter, the situation is a little bit different: the fixed point of a cluster ft" is 
'roaming'' over ft", i.e., the fixed point is no longer fixed during all of the learning process. 

4.3.11 A measur e for th e performanc e of a neura l net 

AA criterium for the way in which a neural net functions may be based on the stability coefficients 
7J.. The more of them are positive, for given sets of typical patterns £", the better the net 
fulfillss its task of storing and recollecting patterns, see chapter 2. Inserting the final expression 
forr the weights, eqs. (4.40)-(4.41), into the definition of the stability coefficients jit eq. (4.3), 
itt follows that at t^ they are given by 

7i(*Mwi)t JJ = K (i = l , . . . , iV ; ^= l , . . . , p ). (4.42) 

Inn view of (4.28), the 7-function of the average x " can be replaced by the average of the 

7-functionn of x itself 

7f(x ,, {wjtj  = K (i = 1, , N; /i = 1,... ,p). (4.43) 

Sincee the margin parameter K is positive, the latter equation implies that, on the average, the 
7ii are positive. We now recall that for a perfectly functioning network allji should be positive. 
Therefore,, by calculating the fraction of 7/s that are positive in various cases, we can judge 
thee quality of a neural network. 

4.3.22 A usefu l probabilit y distributio n 

Wee now address the question whether there exists, after a certain number of learning steps, 
aa (roaming) fixed point for each cluster. An alternative way of putting this question is to ask 
whetherr there exist z\ . . . , zp such that the 7»(z", Wi(t)) are all positive at a certain time t. 
Wee will investigate this question numerically. To that end, we choose a particular form for the 
clusterss ft" by specifying the choice of the probability distribution jf{x), equations (4.24). 
Wee take for its i-th factor 

tf(xi)tf(xi) = (l-b)6Xi# + b6Xul-% (4.44) 
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wheree 6 is a parameter between 0 and 1, which we will refer to as the 'noise-parameter'. If 
66 = 0 (no noise), only the patterns x = £" have a non-zero probability of occurrence. For 
valuess of b close to zero any vector x has a non-zero probability of occurrence, but only vectors 
xx close to one of the £M have a probability of occurrence comparable to the probability of 
occurrencee of a typical pattern. The particular choice (4.44) for jf{x) enables us to construct 
thee collection of vectors x to be used as learning input vectors in our numerical calculation. 
Sincee in biological situations the clusters ti1* have to be chosen disjunct, a vector x cannot 
belongg to more than one cluster. According to the probability distribution (4.44), however, a 
vectorr x which belongs to a certain cluster Q**, has a —very small, but— non-zero probability 
too belong to any other cluster. This implies that (4.44) is not exact but only a —very good— 
approximationn to the actual situation, for which these probabilities vanish exactly 

Thee expression (4.44) can be used to calculate the average x f . Inserting (4.11) with (4.24) 
andd (4.44) into (4.26) we obtain 

*?? = E [(i-&)<W r + ^x.,W f]^ n E [ U - ^ x ^ + ̂ . i - d (4-45) 
or r 

%% = (l-b)& + b(l-&). (4.46) 

Forr 6 = 0, the case of patterns without noise, x? reduces to £f. Using this fact in our present 
mainn analytical result, given by equations (4.40)-(4.41), one indeed recovers the old result 
(4.4)) for the final values of the weights in case of noiseless input. 

Itt is instructive to compare the result for the weights {wij)too, equations (4.40), (4.41) with 
(4.46)) and the result tuy( t) of the previous chapter, equations (3.1)-(3.2). The only difference 
iss found in the factor 2xf - 1 which, in the result of the previous chapter, reads 2tf - 1. In 
fact,, we find for the difference of the preceding and present results: 

v>ij(t)v>ij(t)  ~ K><„  = 2/dV-1 £ (tf - xf)(Crlr^ (4.47) 

wheree we used the expressions (3.1)-(3.2) of the previous chapter and (4.40)-(4.41), together 
withh the definitions of 7 in the two cases. Furthermore, we put (wij)to = Wij{t0) for the initial 
valuess of the weights. Since 

&-%&-% = b&&-l)  (4.48) 

thee difference (4.47) is of the order b, i.e., small compared to the weights themselves. Conse-
quently,, the biological system considered here is found to be able to realize the optimal values 
Wij(t)Wij(t) for the weights derived in the preceding chapter, up to terms that are small compared 
too unity. This is intriguing, since, a priori, there is no reason to expect that a biological learning 
rulee based on economy of energy to rebuild a synapse, see chapter 2, will lead to values of the 
weightss that are a good approximation to the values found from the requirement that there 
aree fixed points with prescribed basins, see chapter 3. 

Duee to the fact that the final results of chapter 3 and the present chapter for the weights 
aree very similar, one may expect that natural, biologically learning via the learning rule (4.6) 
forr noisy patterns x € H" (// = 1 , . . . ,p) will lead to larger basins of attraction than in case 
off learning of noiseless patterns. 
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4.3.33 Storag e of nois y pattern s 

Havingg chosen the sets Qti
t v j a tf(x), eq. (4.44), we are able to simulate a learning process 

withh noisy patterns. What we will do in the numerical study below is to pick an input vector 
xx according to a probability distribution as given by equation (4.44). Next, we calculate the 
neww synaptic weights iUy(<„+ i), equation (4.1), using the energy saving learning rule (4.6). 
Finally,, we calculate the pN stability coefficients 7 i(js",u> i(<n+i)) {i = 1 , . . . , N), where z» 
standss for the last learned pattern of Q11 (/i = 1 , . . . ,p), coefficients which we hope to be 
positive.. The result is shown in figure 4.1. The left and right columns in figure 4.1 correspond 
too two particular choices for the factor rji occurring in the learning rule (4.6) as described in 
subsectionn 4.3.4. Going downwards in one of these two columns, the number of learning steps 
rises.. In each figure, we have put the number of gamma's as a function of its value. It is seen 
thatt after 300 learning steps almost all 7's are positive. Hence, at the 300-th step, most of 
thee last learned patterns z* are fixed points indeed. We note that it is instructive to compare 
thee results of learning of patterns with and without noise: see figure 2.3 of chapter 2. There is 
almostt no difference in case of the local learning rule, whereas noise seems to diminish a little 
bitt the effectiveness of the (non-biological) global learning rule. 

Too illustrate the fact that the weights of the synaptic connections fluctuate around the 
averagee value as given by the expression (4.40)-(4.41), we have plotted, in figure 4.2, the 
time-evolutionn of the weight of an arbitrarily chosen connection together with its average 
value. . 

4.3.44 The learnin g rat e //, 

Soo far, we have been concerned with learning, and problems related to learning. In our study 
off the learning process, the weights w^ of the synaptic connections changed according to the 
learningg rule (4.6), in which a factor rji occurred, the so-called learning rate, which, so far, 
wass left unspecified. In this subsection, we focus the attention on this factor rji. In chapter 2, 
wee showed that in a process of ideal learning, i.e., such that the energy needed to change the 
synapsess is minimal, the learning rate rji was given by 

tttt  = l / £ * * - (4-49) 
keVi keVi 

Dependingg on neuron activity not restricted to two neurons only, this factor is non-local and 
thereforee biologically unrealistic (see chapter 2, section 2.6). In a biological context, it should 
bee replaced by some local approximation, for instance, a constant like 

THTH = l/Na (*  = 1 JV) (4.50) 

wheree a is the mean activity. In figure 4.1, the left column of pictures corresponds to the 
biological,, local learning rule, i.e., equation (4.6) with rji given by (4.50), while the right 
columnn corresponds to the global learning rule, i.e., equation (4.6) with rji given by (4.49). 
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Figuree 4.1: Nois y patterns . The performance of a neural network is measured by the stability 
coefficientss y-t related to neuron i, which should be positive for a properly functioning neural 
net.. In the figure we have plotted averages of these 7's, for series of noisy input patterns, for 
thee local learning rule (left column) and the global learning rule (right column). The number 
off learning steps increases from 32 (top) via 160 and 320 to 640 (bottom). The average is 
takenn over 100 sets of p = 32 patterns for a neural network with N = 128 neurons. The 
noisee parameter which yields the sets Ü" is taken to be b = 0.01. The calculations have 
beenn performed starting with a tabula rasa for the weights: tiiy(f0) = 0, and for neurons with 
vanishingg thresholds: 6>, = 0. The dilution in the network is d = 0.2, the average activity of 
thee net is a = 0.2. The normalization of the weights has been fixed such that re = 1. Both in 
casee of global and local learning, the proposed learning rule (4.6) leads to a very satisfactory 
result:: almost all 7's become positive. 
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Figuree 4.2: Fluctuation s of th e weigh t of a connectio n aroun d it s average . The value 
off an arbitrarily chosen synaptic connection w is followed during 20,000 learning steps, for the 
locall learning rule. A similar picture is obtained in case of the global learning rule. The average 
valuee (w)too as predicted by equations (4.40)-(4.41) is depicted as a horizontal dashed line. 
Itt is observed that the value of the connection fluctuates around the dashed line. The same 
parameterss are chosen as in figure 4.1, i.e., N = 128, p = 32, a = 0.2, b = 0.01, d = 0.2, 
K=K= 1, Wij (t0) = 0 and 0t = 0 for all i and j. 

4.3.55 Retrieval by a biological network with ever changing connec
tions s 

Iss there more one can say on the value for the learning rate ry, in case of a biological network 
thann that it should be an approximation to the value (4.49), which guarantees that the process 
off learning takes place in an energetically most economical way? The answer is affirmative in 
casee one requires that the learning is good enough to store patterns, but is not that good that 
itt stores each learned pattern in only one learning step, as is the case for the global learning 
rule,, i.e., the learning rule with % given by equation (4.49). In other words, it will turn out in 
thiss section that it is of advantage to learn via a learning rule that is not able to always store a 
neww pattern in only one learning step. The reason for this counter-intuitive requirement which 
wee are going to impose, is a consequence of the fact that we demand that the network be able 
too retrieve patterns and change connections at the same time. 

Inn most models of neural networks one distinguishes between a learning phase and a retrieval 
phase.. In the learning phase the weights are changed according to some rule, in the retrieval 
phasee the weights are kept fixed. In a biological neural network such a separation of phases does 
nott occur. Weights do not stop changing in the retrieval phase when a stimulus is presented, 
andd this is precisely what is happening when a neural network has to recognize a pattern. If 
thee change due to the stimulus would be too close to the 'ideal' value (4.49), the network 
wouldd change in such a way that every new pattern would immediately be learned, and, hence, 
bee recognized. And this is not what should be the case: if every new pattern would be stored 
immediately,, it could not easily be distinguished from a pattern that had been stored in the 
networkk a long time ago already. Therefore, we must require that ?/, is sufficiently unequal 
too the value (4.49), which it has in case of the global learning rule. If we take r]t larger and 
largerr with respect to the value (4.49), network changes will become too large for the network 
too function properly [90]. So we are left with the possibility that T]t has a value somewhere 
betweenn zero and the value (4.49), which is large enough to store patterns, and small enough 
forr the network to distinguish between new and formerly learned patterns. 

Thee above qualitative statements should now be made quantitative. In figure 4.3 we con-
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siderr the storage of one pattern. We have plotted the percentage of positive 7's as a function 
off the learning rate 77. For 77 in the range (3/TV,ll/TV) all, or almost all, 7's are positive after 
onee learning step. For r\ ss l/N, only 80% of the 7's are positive after one learning step. We 
concludee from all this that the factor r\ figuring in the learning rule (4.6) should be of the 
orderr of 3/TV or less. Such a value guarantees that a biological network, which is bound to 
changee its connections also during retrieval, does not learn so fast that it recognizes patterns 
alreadyy after one learning step, as in the case of the global learning rule (4.49). 
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Figuree 4.3: Storag e efficienc y for loca l learning . The neural net has been initialized by 
takingg a tabula rasa for the weights, followed by some learning process. Then, the fraction 
off positive 7's, after one more learning step, has been plotted as a function of the learning 
ratee 77. For a biological network with ever changing connections r\ should not be too effective, 
i.e.,, not in the range 3/TV to 11/TV. We took a neural net with TV = 512 neurons, we used 
200 initial learning steps. Furthermore, we took thresholds 9t = 0, dilution d = 0.2, activity 
aa = 0.2 and noise level b = 0.01. 

Inn order to compare what happens when an already learned pattern is presented to the 
networkk with what happens in the net when a totally new pattern is the input, it is useful to 
definee the overlap function of the two input patterns. The 'overlap', Q(x,y), of two binary 
patternss x and y of N bits defined in the usual way, is given by 

11 N 

Q(x,y)Q(x,y) = ^(2xi-l)(2yi-l). (4.51) 

Iff Xi = yi for all (i — 1 , . . . , TV), the overlap takes its maximal value + 1 ; if xt = 1 - yt, for all 
i,i, the overlap takes its minimal value — 1 . 

Too examine learned patterns, we now consider the overlap Q(x(tn),z
fl(tn)) of an arbitrary 

learnedd pattern x(tn) e Q that is presented to the network, and the last learned fixed point 
zM.. Both patterns may change in time because of the continuous updating of the weights. 
Nevertheless,, the overlap should become one if a pattern x e £1 evolves to the last learned 
fixedd point z**. 

Anyy biological neural net should be able to distinguish arbitrary patterns from learned 
patterns.. It implies that the overlap Q(x(tn), zM( t „)) of arbitrary, non-learned, patterns should 
nott evolve to one. However, apart from the fixed points zM other fixed points may exist. As 
aa consequence, a neural network state that is fixed in time does not necessarily imply the 
retrievall of a previously stored pattern. Therefore, we have to verify the additional requirement 
forr arbitrary patterns that they should not evolve to some fixed point. To do so, we introduce 
thee overlap Q(x(tn),x(tn+i)) of an arbitrary pattern x(tn), not previously presented to the 

-—-— «— —-6----

11 1 

-i -i 
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networkk and the pattern x(tn+i) generated by the network one time step later. For a proper 
differencee with learned patterns, the overlap Q(x(tn),x(tn+i)) should not evolve to one. 

Inn figure 4.4 we compare the functioning of a neural network that changes its connections 
duringg the process of 'recognition' of previously learned patterns (left column) and random, 
non-learned,, patterns (right column), for values of 77 going down from 3/7V (top) to \/N 
(bottom).. In the left column we have plotted, vertically, the overlap Q(x(tn), z^{tn)) to study 
learnedd patterns. In case random patterns are the input to the network, there is in general no 
evolutionn of the network to one of the fixed points z^\ a numerical study of the overlap of 
aa random pattern and any of the z** turned out to yield an overlap Q(x(tn),z^(tn)) which 
wass always less than 1. Therefore, we have omitted the overlap Q(x(tn), z^(tn)) for arbitrary 
patternss in figure 4.4. Instead, we have plotted, vertically, in the right column the overlap 
Q{x{tQ{x{tnn),x{t),x{tnn+\)).+\)). In both columns, time steps are plotted along the horizontal axis. 

Inn our numerical study, the connections Wij(tn) are changed according to the rule (4.1) 
combinedd with the learning rule (4.6); the patterns x(tn) are updated using the usual dynamics 

N N 

Xi{tXi{t n+ln+l )) = e H ( £ tc/y(*„)*;(*» ) -Oi) (i = 1, • • •, N) (4.52) 
i= i i 

appliedd parallelly, i.e., at a time tn, all neurons i update their states Xi(t n) simultaneously 
(seee chapter 2). The learned patterns x are chosen according to the probability p^(x) around 
£*\\ equation (4.44). The arbitrary, non-learned, patterns x are chosen randomly with mean 
activityy a = 0.2. 

Inn each of the four pictures of the left column learned patterns are presented to the 
network,, and followed during ten learning steps. In the top left picture no recognition takes 
place,, whereas for lower values of r\ the recognition capability of the network rises. In the 
bottomm left picture recognition always takes place. In case recognition takes place, it is found 
thatt the fixed point z p does not change in time. If, however, recognition does not occur, the 
fixedd point z'4 was found to change in time. Observe that in some cases the learned patterns 
seemm to evolve to a two-state attractor, in contrast to what one might expect. In fact, we 
showedd in chapter 2 that when a new pattern is learned with the global form of learning 
rulee (4.2), one arrives at a one-state attractor (fixed point) after one learning step: see the 
firstt new paragraph of chapter 2 under equation (2.40). Hence, we may expect that in the 
leftt column, where we use a local learning rule that approximates the global one, one-state 
attractorss would occur only. The occurrence of two-state attractors can only be a consequence 
off the fact that, in contrast to the treatment of chapter 2, the weights always change in time 
and/orr the approximation of the global learning rule by a local learning rule. 

Whatt we have pictured in the right column of figure 4.4 is evolution of a random pattern 
duringg 20 time steps. For all values of rj a random pattern evolves to a pattern that remains 
stablee or almost stable under the network dynamics. In related cases (see, e.g., [42] and [34] 
sectionn 4.1) these 'spurious states' are found to vanish when the dynamics of the network is 
takenn to be stochastic rather than deterministic. 

Nott only in case of learned patterns but also in case of random patterns fixed points 
z**z** have been found which change in time. This is due to the fact that the weights change 
continuouss in time or due to the approximation of the global learning rule by a local learning 
rule.. We do not pursue this and other points related to figure 4.4 any further. 
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Figuree 4.4: Retrieva l of learne d and rando m patterns . In the left column we have plotted, 
vertically,, the overlap Q(x(tn),z^{tn)) of an arbitrary learned pattern with the last learned 
fixedd point z' ' . In the right column the overlap Q{x{tn),x{tn+\)) of an arbitrary patterns at 
twoo consecutive time-steps is plotted vertically. In each of the pictures at the left, a learned 
patternn is presented six times to a network, for r\ = 3/N, 2/N, 1.5/N and 1/N (top to 
bottom).. The recognition is preceded by a learning stage which took 300 learning steps. A 
patternn is recognized when the overlap is 1. In each of the pictures at the right, a random 
picturee is presented five times to the network, after a learning period of the same number of 
3000 time-steps. Again rj varied from 3/N to 1/N (top to bottom). A pattern is seen to evolve 
almostt always to some other, stable, pattern, for all values of r/, since the overlap with the 
precedingg pattern almost always tends to 1. The network considered had the following network 
properties.. Number of neurons N = 512, number of patterns p — 16, mean activity a = 0.2, 
dilutionn d = 0.2, noise parameter b = 0.05. The parameter rj occurs in the learning rule (4.6) 
usedd to perform the updating of the weights of the connections. 
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4.44 Conclusion s 

Thee basis of this chapter is the learning rule for noisy patterns, equation (4.6). We found, by 
aa numerical study of this learning rule, that storage of noisy patterns leads to fixed points that 
movee around in collections W that are representative for the noisy patterns. An analytical 
studyy of the same learning rule reveals that the weights found via this rule fluctuate, as long 
ass learning or retrieval of patterns takes place, around certain average values, for which the 
explicitt expression given by (4.40)-(4.41) could be derived. 

Inn the limit of vanishing noise in the input, we recover the expressions for the weights 
obtainedd in chapter 2 on the basis of a totally different approach, namely, economy of energy 
inn case of synaptic change. This is satisfactory, because it yields an independent check of their 
correctness. . 

AA comparison with the result of chapter 3, in which we determined the optimal weights 
forr a neural net with prescribed basins of attraction, shows that the biological updating rule 
off the present chapter, eq. (4.6), realizes the latter results via eqs. (4.40)-(4.41) up to terms 
off the order of the noise parameter b, which are small compared to one. 
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